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Abstract: Queensland’s film sector is currently in the midst of significant change. Organisations at the centre of the state’s industry, such as Screen Queensland, have undergone substantial and ongoing changes in the last five years. Other organisations funded by Screen Queensland, such as QPIX, Queensland’s only film development centre, have recently closed (Eltham 2012). The Brisbane International Film Festival has been restructured to become the Brisbane Asia Pacific Film Festival as of 2014. In an uncertain industry currently characterised by limited funding and diminishing support structures, local emerging filmmakers require significant initiative and a sophisticated understanding of how to best utilise fledgling distribution models as part of a tailored strategy for their content.  
Queensland’s Film Culture includes interviews with emerging Brisbane filmmakers who have used a combination of traditional and contemporary approaches to exhibition and distribution thus far in their careers. It argues that for these filmmakers, while film festivals do function as crucial platforms for exposure in some circumstances, in the current digital market they cannot be solely relied upon as a platform toward securing further mainstream or commercial release. They can, however, be incorporated into an alternative distribution model that shows awareness of the contemporary situation in Australia. The research findings are arguably indicative of the challenges faced by filmmakers statewide, and suggest further support strategies need to be considered to revive Queensland’s film culture and provide immediate support for emerging filmmakers.   
Keywords: Film festivals; film culture; Queensland; alternative distribution; emerging filmmakers 
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The local film industry in Queensland, Australia has undergone a period of rapid change and re-structuring, particularly over the past five years. Funding bodies and government organisations designed to support and nurture local filmmakers have received significant funding cutbacks or have been abolished altogether. The impact on the Queensland film industry and the production of local content has yet to be firmly assessed, but it is clear that the widespread nature of the changes will have a significant impact on the support and visibility of local filmmakers.  This article examines the challenges of film distribution and festival exhibition in Queensland, through a particular focus on how emerging filmmakers, producers and industry professionals are adapting in a climate of rapid change, and the strategies that they employ to produce, exhibit and distribute their films. By interviewing emerging filmmakers in Brisbane and examining the current film festival climate in Queensland, this article argues that rather than focusing on traditional models of distribution, filmmakers should be considering alternative methods such as online release or Video on Demand (VOD).  The methodological framework for this research included qualitative interviews with Brisbane based film industry professionals. Five interviews were conducted in total and the interviews were structured according to a central set of open ended questions. This included questions about their experiences and participation at local, national, and international film festivals; the distribution strategies they have utilised and the strengths or weaknesses of these approaches; and their views on the current state of Queensland film culture. The interviews were analysed thematically in order to ascertain key ideas, such as if festival exhibition had led to further success or distribution of their films, which alternative distribution strategies the participants had employed and their personal strategies and suggestions for success in the current film climate in Queensland. The interview participants were selected on the basis of their availability and willingness to participate in the research. For the purposes of this research project, an emerging filmmaker is defined as a filmmaker who considers themselves to be in the process of building their profile and professional portfolio on a national and/or international level. All of the filmmakers interviewed for this project have experienced varying degrees of success at securing exhibition and distribution for their films. It is worth noting that the interviewed filmmakers are all based in Brisbane, and as such represent a small sample of Queensland talent. Due to the limited scope and scale of the research, the specific findings outlined in this paper are not designed to speak on behalf of all local filmmakers or distribution companies. However, all of the participants have had experience operating within the wider Queensland community (such as the Gympie Film Festival). Specifically, it is the aim of this research to provide information on how the recent and widespread cut backs in Queensland’s film 
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sector have affected a range of local industry professionals, and to provide suggestions as to how filmmakers can continue to produce and distribute their own content in an increasingly challenging industry environment. The interviewees included five filmmakers and a representative from a local distribution company. Joe Bauer, a writer and director, and Rita Artmann, a producer and actor, are responsible for the production and distribution of films for their independent film company, Artspear Entertainment. They have completed two feature films (The Killage [2012] and Australiens [2014]) and a one season television series (The Void, 2011). Jacob Livermore works primarily as a producer for 3rdiFilms, and has produced two feature length films (The Little Things [2010] and Tailgate [2014]) and a number of shorts, notably the internationally successful The Landing (2013). Danny McShane is an independent filmmaker and photographer whose short films and documentaries, in particular 
Friend Request (2012) and Waiting for Postcards (2014) have won awards and recognition at various local film festivals and industry awards. Phoebe Hart is a writer, director and producer whose short films and documentaries, particularly her documentary Orchids: My Intersex Adventure (2010), have received international acclaim on the festival circuit and have also been broadcast on television both within Australia and in countries such as Switzerland, Sweden, Israel, Spain, France, Russia, Germany and the USA. . Ruari Elkington is a screen distribution researcher and consultant who has worked in acquisitions for local distribution companies such as Antidote Films and Beamafilm and is currently employed in freelance acquisitions for Outfox.tv and Reel>Feed, an online entertainment network.  The interviewees provide a small but diverse sample of emerging local practitioners who are negotiating the challenges of the current Queensland film climate.  
Film festivals, exhibition and distribution As the global festival landscape becomes increasingly competitive, a significant proportion of film festivals have diversified their function beyond the traditional scope of exhibition, to also become involved in the funding, development, distribution and promotion of films. Through this diversification of their function and position within the wider film industry, film festivals have the potential to act as an “alternative distribution network... providing audiences with opportunities to enjoy commercially unviable films projected in a communal space” (Peranson 2008, 37). Whereas internationally, film festivals can act as a bridge towards mainstream distribution, in Australia this result is not guaranteed.  
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The functions of film festivals vary widely, from prestigious world events such as Cannes, to locally specific festivals such as the Brisbane International Film Festival, which provides local audiences with the chance to see films that might not otherwise be exhibited in that particular region. The relationships between international film festivals and the concept of a festival ‘network’ or ‘circuit’ has been examined by many prominent festival theorists, including Stringer (2003), Elsaesser (2005), de Valck (2006), Rhyne (2009), Iordanova (2009), Harbord (2009) and Peranson (2008). Individual film festivals legitimise their place on the festival circuit in a number of ways. A prestigious competition, a focus on audience or celebrity presence, or accreditation by FIAPF (International Federation of Film Producers’ Association) all help to define a festival’s agenda and differentiate it from other festivals in the network. Furthermore, each festival’s agenda is defined not only by the curation of its programme, but also by the city within which it is located, and its relationships (spatial/temporal/cultural/political) with other film festivals and industry organisations.  As Julian Stringer maintains, for any festival to survive on the festival circuit it must remain competitive on two fronts: first, through a sense of stability and continuity, and second, through the need to expand and remain cutting edge (2002, 139). Projecting a unique festival image that is clearly linked to both the host city and target audience also helps festivals to build their reputation and forge a distinct place on the festival circuit. However, ensuring a sense of continuity and stability when a festival undergoes significant changes can be a difficult challenge to overcome. If a festival attempts to re-define their position on the circuit, the original purpose, agenda and objectives of the festival are often considerably realigned. This can have particular ramifications for the festival’s engagement with the local industry and audience. 
The current state of the Australian film industry On a national level, Queensland’s film sector is currently in the midst of significant change. Organisations at the centre of the state’s local film industry, such as Screen Queensland, have undergone substantial and ongoing changes, particularly in the last five years. Other organisations funded by Screen Queensland, such as QPIX, Queensland’s only film development centre, have recently closed (Eltham 2012). The Queensland New Filmmakers Awards, Australia’s longest running, industry sponsored competition for new filmmakers, has also been discontinued. Additionally, Queensland’s most prominent film festival, the Brisbane International Film Festival (BIFF) has also endured a series of critical changes since 2009, with a succession of new directors and subsequent changes to its programme structure and festival identity (Van Hemert 2013). As a 
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local festival, BIFF had the potential to attract emerging filmmakers from within Brisbane city and its surrounds, and provide exposure for their films within a national framework. However, the ongoing changes in the festival’s management and programming agenda have caused the focus of the festival to shift and as such, its ability to support emerging talent has become much less clearly defined. It is worth noting that Australian cinema nationally has over time had a complex history with funding bodies and national content and the situation in Queensland is perhaps indicative of wider problems with the sector. However, in August 2014, the CEO of Screen Australia, Graeme Mason, gave “an upbeat assessment of the current state of the screen industry and said he was bemused by the high degree of negativity in some quarters” (Groves 2014, para 7).  Local festivals such as the Brisbane International Film Festival are designed to appeal to a specific city’s film culture and community. BIFF had been established as the premier festival in Queensland, yet did compete for films on a national level with the prestigious Melbourne, Sydney, and Adelaide International Film Festivals, which arguably have a stronger international reputation.  BIFF played a significant role in shaping Queensland’s festival landscape, which as a result includes a range of local and specialised film festivals. Some of these include: the Gold Coast International Film Festival, the West End Film Festival, the Backyard Film Festival, the Brisbane Underground Film Festival and the Brisbane Queer Film Festival. In recent years an emergence of rural Australian festivals has included the Winton Film Festival and the Gympie Film Festival. These festivals are strongly embedded within the community and serve an important function for local and national filmmakers, cast, crew and audiences by making the local film industry ‘visible’ and subsequently reinforcing its importance and longevity. In June 2014, a substantial change was made to the local festival circuit with Screen Queensland announcing that BIFF would be re-structured and re-named to become the Brisbane Asia Pacific Film Festival (BAPFF). The new festival will be held in conjunction with the Asia Pacific Screen Awards (APSA) and organised by Brisbane Marketing. Screen Queensland will continue to fund the festival, promising $2.1 million to Brisbane Marketing to run BAPFF until 2016 (Bochenski 2014). Screen Queensland’s Chief Executive, Tracy Viera, stated that Brisbane Marketing had shown expertise in staging APSA in 2013 and played an important role in “bringing a critical mass of film-making talent and focus to our city” (Bochenski 2014, para 8).  This is a significant shift for the festival and highlights BAPFF as unusual within the Australian film festivals context by having a marketing company, rather than a film body, as the organising group. Viera further explained that the decision was made to “find a model that will make a unique film festival for Brisbane with a 
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clear point of difference” (Bochenski 2014, para 4). Screen Queensland believes that the festival will drive “long-term social and economic benefits to Brisbane and the greater Brisbane region and benefit the entire state’s screen industry" (Bochenski 2014, para 9). The programme was announced in November, and clearly focuses on showcasing films nominated for the APSA and from the Asia Pacific region in general. There are some Australian films included; however there was no call for submissions announced for the 2014 iteration of the festival, indicating that for this year at least, there may not be a substantial inclusion of local or emerging filmmakers. This has noteworthy ramifications for the role of BAPFF in the Queensland film community, and in fact indicates that it will no longer fulfil its previously identified role as an audience focused festival with a broad programme and a remit to support local film content.  The decision to position BAPFF as a specialised festival (Stringer 2002) with a point of difference from its national competitors may in the long term prove to be successful, in terms of re-establishing the festival’s position of influence both on the Australian festival circuit and in the wider Asia Pacific region. However, the shift in programming focus will certainly have ramifications. Many films that would previously have only been available to audiences through BIFF may no longer be as accessible. Furthermore, the festival’s role in identifying, supporting and promoting local Australian filmmakers has not yet been established and it is not clear if this will be part of the new festival’s agenda. While any assessment of the new festival and its support of and relevance to the local film industry and community cannot yet be determined, as Derrett states, “Festivals and events provide an opportunity for community cultural development, which, like a sense of place, is an intangible phenomenon. People know when it is not there” (2012, 40). What this means for the future of the Queensland film festival landscape more broadly also remains to be seen. However, it is possible to foresee the Gold Coast International Film Festival continuing to grow in the absence of BIFF as a direct competitor. 
Festival exhibition and pathways to distribution The filmmakers interviewed in this research largely agreed that film festivals did provide opportunities for cultural value and further development. However, in their experience, only some of the film festivals within the Australian festival landscape were in a position to provide this support for emerging filmmakers. The Melbourne International Film Festival and Adelaide International Film Festival were two specific examples mentioned. Although the filmmakers acknowledged festival exhibition as a key strategy for reaching and connecting with an audience, they also raised concerns about the processes and costs required. The networking and development 
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opportunities were often the major advantages mentioned by the interviewees. de Valck supports this idea, suggesting that traditionally festivals facilitate an important intersection of community, critique, and discussion: “festivals, in other words, not only make a variety of films available, they also frame the films in a rich discursive context” (2012, 121). However, she also acknowledges the rise of digital distribution and poses the question of whether this disruption of the traditional model may in fact perform this role better. Despite the focus on exhibition, it is impossible to ignore that festivals are linked intrinsically to distribution. The interviewees nearly unanimously suggested that securing distribution as a direct result of exhibiting their films in a film festival was a naïve approach to the industry. For example, Joe Bauer and Rita Artmann’s comedy-horror genre film, The Killage was always perhaps a difficult sell for distribution: I emailed every distributor in Australia and many overseas and cold called them… I pretty much started that from when the film was ready, and didn’t get a lot of response. Because obviously you say Brisbane, independent, horror comedy, you’ve lost them four times. (Artmann, personal communication, August 14, 2014) However, once The Killage had some international success at a number of genre festivals (the International Comedy Film Festival and the Bram Stoker International Film Festival are two examples), Artmann noted a shift in response from distributors. “So towards the end of the festival circuit when I could email them and say ‘look, it’s been in 12 festivals, it’s won an award here, it’s won an award there, it went international’ – people started to go ‘oh well send us the screener and I’ll have a look at this’” (Artmann, personal communication, August 14, 2014). Nevertheless, Bauer and Artmann acknowledge that distribution was still not an easy process despite their festival success. The Killage now has a DVD distribution deal in Australia and New Zealand, and a worldwide VOD release; however, it has not been screened theatrically worldwide.    In direct contrast to this experience, Phoebe Hart’s autobiographical documentary, Orchids: My 
Intersex Adventure was acquired for television broadcast because of a specific international festival screening. Orchids is about Phoebe and her sister Bonnie, who were both born with Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome (AIS), which is a form of biological intersex. The Hamburg International Queer Film Festival co-presented a screening of Orchids with Amnesty International and Intersexuelle Menschen, which is a grassroots intersex advocacy group in Germany. As a direct result of this screening, representatives of these groups pushed for a television broadcast with Arte: “the community groundswell from the screening, actually, they went like activists and said ‘we want you to put this film on’ and the broadcaster listened and they put the film on. And that was one of 
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the biggest broadcast sales the film had” (Hart, personal communication, August 22, 2014). The experience of the festival circuit shows how important an active, physical audience can be for exhibiting a film. It is important, though, to consider Hart’s role as primarily a documentary filmmaker: she highlights the power of a film’s message and the impact it can have on the community.  However, not all of the filmmakers interviewed were able to benefit directly from the film festival experience. Danny McShane notes that for his film Friend Request, he submitted it to approximately  30 festivals; it was accepted at five and won one award. However, he noted that the number of views he received at festivals was quickly outnumbered when he made the film available online.  He also explained that film festivals can require a financial commitment: for example, he spent approximately $700 in festival submissions. This does not include the costs required to attend festivals, particularly when factoring in airfares and accommodation (a notable consideration for Australian filmmakers). As a result, this can restrict filmmakers’ access to the festival circuit. As McShane suggests:  I think film festivals can be amazing but if you can't afford to attend them to network and make new contacts and if there’s no prizes or awards on offer that is what makes you question, what’s the point of going through that traditional model of film festivals?” (personal communication, August 19, 2014)   It is evident that being accepted into film festivals is not necessarily the only marker of success. It is also clear that, as Czach argues, the preferences of the festival programmers themselves are strongly implicated in the overall agenda of a film festival. She states that as its core, festival programming is about “tastemaking – on an individual, national and international level” (Czach 2004, 84). Jacob Livermore mentions his frustration with the Brisbane International Film Festival (BIFF) when he submitted his local film The Little Things. He says: “A Queensland made, Brisbane made feature film, funded by Pacific Film and TV commission before they became Screen Queensland. And it didn’t get accepted. Which was shocking and a huge blow, because isn’t that the point of having a local film festival?” (personal communication, August 11, 2014). The Little Things has since achieved success at international festivals outside of Australia, and, as a result of a screening in Los Angeles, has been released on DVD and blu-ray in the US and Canada.  And yet, the relationship between film festivals and distribution companies can often be complex as well. For instance, as Iordanova suggests, it is possible that exhibiting a film at a festival can limit 
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the audience for future screenings: “Increasingly, theatrical distribution potential is exhausted via festival showings, where international films get picked up and often play at over forty festivals around the world” (Iordanova 2009, 25).  Ruari Elkington, who works with distribution companies, supports this idea. He suggests that film festivals have the potential to “cannibalise” an audience, particularly in Australia due to a relatively low population. This suggests that filmmakers need to carefully consider the impact of festivals on their long term distribution models. Despite this, Elkington is still convinced that film festivals can lead to further distribution of films. In fact, he highlights the importance of audience awards rather than jury based accolades: “[Festival success] is undeniably one of the ways that films come onto the radar of not just sales agents, but distributors at large” (Elkington, personal communication, August 14, 2014). The successful festival experiences of the filmmakers interviewed ultimately suggest that distribution opportunities for their films most often arose at festivals with structured mechanisms in place to facilitate the support of emerging filmmakers, and that such festivals were more often than not, situated on the international festival circuit rather than located within Australia. While key Australian film festivals such as the Sydney Film Festival, Melbourne International Film Festival, Revelation Perth International Film Festival and BIFF have established themselves as important platforms for showcasing Australian films, the links between successful festival exposure and ongoing distribution is tenuous and much less clearly defined. 
Alternative methods of distribution The rapid and widespread evolution of digital media, particularly access to crowdfunding platforms, cost effective filmmaking equipment and online methods of film distribution has had a significant impact on both filmmakers and audiences. In terms of distribution, other alternative means have emerged with the continual innovation of digital forms. Cunningham and Silver (2013) discuss this in significant depth in their recent text Screen Distribution and the New King Kongs of 
the Online World, suggesting that the industry is on the cusp of a period of change; moving from the ‘shakeout’ phase into a stabilised maturity of digital distribution (following a traditional four-stage industry cycle). They also note the continuing success of companies like Netflix and Hulu in America which show that even for professional content on a highly successful scale (see, for instance, the recent success of the American remake of House of Cards produced for direct streaming on Netflix) alternative distribution is increasingly challenging the traditional reliance on theatrical, cinematic 
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release1. Audience engagement and participation with content through mobile devices, social media and online have all called into question the changing value and importance of traditional cinema exhibition, as well as the more specialised viewing context of a film festival. The digital approach – one appearing favourable to grassroots filmmakers – has significant implications on traditional exhibition methods. The emerging filmmakers interviewed use a variety of these digital methods, including social media, to push views of their content outside of festival exhibition. Danny McShane used an online platform for Friend Request and, after a positive experience with a significant number of views, chose online as the preferred distribution option for his latest project Waiting for 
Postcards. “We targeted blogs and online journals and different sites online that deal with that sort of content… in the first two months that it was online, it’s had 21 000 views” (McShane, personal communication, August 19, 2014). For McShane, online is far more enticing than a festival screening, suggesting that festivals cannot promise enough incentive to outweigh the cost and time required to do the circuit.  All of the interviewed filmmakers did discuss positive aspects of theatrical screenings. For many of them, however, the screenings they secured for their own films were special events for friends and family. Livermore suggests that this may be a way to include theatrical release as part of a distribution plan – targeted event screenings. Both McShane, and Artmann and Bauer held event screenings for their projects, although they highlighted the limitations of the majority of the audience being people connected with the films in some way. For McShane, online distribution is undoubtedly a more successful option.  Elkington notes a number of companies that are using digital platforms in conjunction with traditional exhibition strategies, such as Tugg (which has an Australian presence) and Gathr (only available in the US at this stage). These are companies that support crowd sourced exhibitions, 
1 The recent US film Snowpiercer (dir. Bong Joon-ho 2014) is an interesting example that is challenging traditional cinematic releases, using a combination of theatrical and VOD distribution methods. It was labelled by Indiewire as the “most commercial movie to ever open in theatres and quickly go to VOD” (Thompson and Brueggemann 2014, para 3). The non-traditional approach was the decision of Harvey Weinstein, who appeared unconvinced that Snowpiercer would play for theatrical audiences (Weinstein in Thompson and Brueggemann 2014). Perhaps of most interest in this successful example is the mixed-methods approach of combining two weeks of limited theatrical release with a third week VOD release. Thompson and Brueggemann suggest there remains much to be seen about the success of VOD – not only because of the difficulty in finding hard numbers to measure impact and success.  
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where a filmmaker can organise a screening and once they achieve the 120 people required to make it viable event, it goes ahead. Elkington also discusses Distrify, an online digital player that includes a payment mechanism, and options for sharing. He suggests: “For filmmakers that are kind of unsure where to dip their toe into, in terms of online VOD [Video on Demand] and distribution, but still feel that they can reach out to an audience, that seems like a very sensible one” (Elkington, personal communication, August 14, 2014).  The range of distribution methods discussed here provided these filmmakers with alternative means to reach their target audience. These strategies formed part of a targeted approach to distribution and exhibition that was formulated for each film individually. Often, the use of such strategies meant that film festival exhibition was bypassed altogether.  
Strategies and suggestions for success  By examining the current state of distribution and festival exhibition in Queensland and, using emerging filmmakers as exemplars, it is possible to facilitate a clearer understanding of how Australian film distribution can be improved, both independently and in conjunction with the Australian festival circuit. When asked about the key factors for success in the industry, the five interviewees raised a number of pertinent issues. Specifically, these included the current lack of funding and resources available for Queensland filmmakers, a disconnect between funding guidelines, filmmakers, viable distribution methods and attracting audiences, and a re-evaluation of what actually constitutes success for emerging filmmakers.   As mentioned earlier, the film industry in Australia is going through a period of change and poor box office success. A result of this is that filmmakers like Livermore, Artmann and Bauer, and McShane are personally feeling the pressure of working with limited funds. Artmann and Bauer are also conscious of their creative control, and suggest that they would have to sacrifice that to ensure funding. Referencing the Producer Offset2, Artmann says, “the funding that you do get… it’s very much dictated to you what type of film you have to make. Is it showing off Australia’s tourism? You know, where is Samson and Delilah?” (personal communication, August 14, 2014). McShane agrees, noting “Access to funding or grants and support has pretty much disappeared in the years since I 
2 One of the current funding schemes administered by Screen Australia is the Producer Offset, a refundable tax rebate that allows for 40% return once the project has been deemed eligible. An integral part of receiving the certification, however, is proving the project has ‘Significant Australian Content’ (SAC). This may refer to the subject matter of the film (noted as the key criteria), if the film is set in Australia, where the film was made, and the role of Australians in the production of the film. The SAC Guidance Sheet provided by Screen Australia suggests that “while there is not an assumption that films will not qualify, Screen Australia will administer the test with rigour” (2009, 2). 
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finished film school” (personal communication, August 19, 2014). This is evident in the closing of QPIX, the QNFA and the recent re-structuring of BIFF. This leaves the only funding and support structures available to Queensland filmmakers through Screen Queensland and Screen Australia, which arguably have a particular approach to eligibility requirements.  Livermore notes the restrictions of the Producer Offset because of the requirements of proof of distribution, particularly theatrical release: “One of the key components to get approval for the Producer Offset is that your film must be screened in seven theatres theatrically. So for half a million dollars, I’m not going to get a star, I’m not going to get a distributor to put a film in 7 cinemas. So I’ll never get the offset and I’ll never get the film distributed or exhibited” (personal communication, August 11, 2014).  However, although this model of theatrical release is still a requirement of qualifying for the Producer Offset, it is more widely becoming recognised as an outdated model. Ruari Elkington understands that limitation and believes that theatrical distribution cannot be a key component of receiving Screen Australia funding. He advocates strongly for alternative methods of distribution, including online screenings and using crowdsourcing events. Elkington suggests he (and Livermore) are not alone in their frustrations and that many producers are: …looking at the theatrical landscape and distribution of films and the absolute tragedy of that… and they’re saying, well having that as the mechanism to trigger the funding simply doesn’t make sense. It can’t be theatrical, because theatrical’s not working. The argument that is put forward is that Screen Australia needs to broaden out what kind of distribution and catchment can enable filmmakers to qualify for the Offset. (personal communication, August 14, 2014) Essentially, this difficulty in meeting the theatrical requirements in order to qualify for the Producer Offset means that many local productions are not able to benefit from one of the remaining funding structures in place for Australian filmmakers. This suggests that traditional distribution models are also no longer viable as the only markers of success in determining funding requirements.  In an industry constrained by many factors, including a relatively small population, geographical isolation from other filmmaking industries and resources, and a changing economic environment, a focus on box office figures as the only measure of a film’s success is problematic. Elkington observes 
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that, “One of the difficulties in all of this discussion of successful distribution is how we actually arrive at a definition of what qualifies as a successfully distributed film?” (personal communication, August 14, 2014). For filmmakers such as McShane, Bauer and Artmann, success can be measured in a healthy number of online views, exposure at a film festival, and the potential to gain interest in their next project or other forms of employment. Alternatively, for documentary filmmakers like Hart, the international success of Orchids also included the substantial impact and connection the film made with its audience, particularly the intersex community. Elkington agrees that this form of success, although harder to quantify, is arguably as important as box office figures. He explains that, “If you are judging success by impact and outreach and how these films actually connected with an audience, they’re a success” (Elkington, personal communication, August 14, 2014). The introduction of alternative modes of distribution further complicates an assessment of a film’s success, because despite an increase in case studies examining films employing innovative distribution strategies, there is: …very little actual recording, or transparency or candor from these filmmakers in terms of how their films actually did. When that’s complied against the box office, which is so transparent in many ways… that’s clear data that we can actually base some findings on. But in terms of how films perform in all of the other distribution pathways, people just aren’t releasing that information. (Elkington, personal communication, August 14, 2014)  For emerging filmmakers seeking to gain visibility both within Queensland’s film sector and on a national and international level, it is necessary to recognise that there are a range of factors that contribute to a film’s success.  The problem of Australian audiences not engaging with or supporting Australian films at the box office is not a new phenomenon. However, there continues to be a push to fund films that feature significant Australian content, despite this apparent disconnect with the preference of Australian audiences. As Livermore questions: How do we make our films more commercially viable and still keep that Australian essence to them? The funding bodies want our films to be Australian stories. So there’s another break in the marriage – the funding bodies want unique Australian stories that enhance our culture and tell our stories. But audiences don’t want to see that. (personal communication, August 11, 2014) 
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The question of commercial viability continues to be of importance to the interviewees. While many of the interviewees are driven by their passion for filmmaking, they are ultimately concerned with reaching a wide audience through whichever means of distribution and exhibition is most appropriate. It remains to be seen how significant the impact of BAPFF will be in both stimulating the local film industry and fostering support for local filmmakers. All of the interviewees expressed concerns over the closure of BIFF and the impact this will have on the changing climate of the Queensland film industry and community. It is arguable that the loss of BIFF means that the visibility of Queensland’s film industry is diminished and will undoubtedly have ramifications for the local film community. As Hart states, “They call it film culture for a reason. It brings everyone together… For young people watching a film that’s incredibly influential, it will change their whole experience about filmmaking” (Hart, personal communication, August 22, 2014). It would appear that the situation in Queensland is also symptomatic of a disconnect between funding bodies, distribution models and audiences, as evidenced by the experiences of the filmmakers in this research.  
Conclusion Given the ongoing state of change in Queensland’s film industry, and the experiences of the interviewed Brisbane practitioners, it is clear that emerging filmmakers need to reconsider the strategies they are currently using for exhibition and distribution and embrace alternative distribution models. This article incorporated a small sample of interviews pertaining to the state’s film industry, of which the findings indicate a significant need for further research. The interviews indicated that filmmakers are beginning to integrate alternative methods into their current practice, such as event screenings or digital platforms.. However, at this stage, the lack of transparent reporting on the successful implementation of these distribution tools creates uncertainty about their viability. There are also further complications with how alternative methods of distribution fit within existing funding requirements. In his position as a distributor, Elkington supports this, claiming “there still is the perception that [distribution is] a dark art… but it needs to be de-mystified… Part of the problem is that no distribution pathway or solution is the same and can be replicated for each film. Nothing is a one size fits all strategy.” Therefore, it is clear that filmmakers – emerging filmmakers in particular – need to devise a tailored strategy to fit each production and that this should be considered from the conception of the project. It is the need for a specific, distribution model that poses the greatest challenge for emerging filmmakers. While alternative methods of distribution are gaining traction, they need to be employed as part of a 
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sophisticated, integrated approach to distribution. As de Valck (2012, 127) suggests, “Digital distribution might prove to be the perfect companion to actual festival events, creating opportunities for further expansion and consolidation of niche films among worldwide audiences”. For now, emerging filmmakers will have to be the trailblazers in an uncertain industry, embracing personalised strategies for each film project, including film festivals, theatrical and special event screenings, crowdfunding and online platforms.  The current lack of sustainable film culture in Queensland suggests that further support structures need to be considered to provide immediate support for emerging filmmakers and revive the state film industry. 
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